Human dihydrofolate reductase gene organization. Extensive conservation of the G + C-rich 5' non-coding sequence and strong intron size divergence from homologous mammalian genes.
The complete human dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) gene has been cloned from four recombinant lambda libraries constructed with the DNA from a methotrexate-resistant human cell line with amplified DHFR genes. The detailed organization of the gene has been determined by restriction mapping of the cloned fragments and DNA sequencing of all the protein coding regions and adjacent intron segments, and shown to correspond to that of the native human DHFR gene. The gene spans a length of approximately 29 X 10(3) bases from the ATG initiator codon to the end of the 3' untranslated region, and contains five introns that interrupt the protein coding sequence. The number and positions of introns are identical to those found in the mouse gene. By contrast, the size of the homologous introns (with the exception of the first one) varies greatly, up to several fold, in the genes from man, mouse and Chinese hamster; the intron sequences also exhibit a great divergence, except in the junction regions. A striking sequence homology, extending over several hundred nucleotides, exists between the human and mouse gene 5' non-coding regions. These regions are characterized by an unusually high G + C content, 72% and 66% in the human and mouse genes, respectively, which is maintained in the first coding segment and first intron, and is in sharp contrast to the relatively low G + C content (approximately 40%) of the remainder of the gene.